
Food & Nutrition for You, Second Edition, is a comprehensive text that prepares
students for a healthy lifestyle. It provides essential information about how food
supplies the nutrients every body needs, and how to make healthy food choices.
In addition, it introduces students to safe and sanitary food handling, proper use
of kitchen equipment, culinary arts, and basic cooking techniques.

This clear, concise text is designed to engage students by focusing on subjects
that are relevant to their lives today. It puts facts into context by utilizing 
real-life examples, and presents information in short, colorful segments that
capture the attention and interest of students. 

The book is organized into three sections:

In Part 1, The Food We Eat, students are introduced to basic information
about nutrition, and how eating provides the fuel our bodies need. They 
learn about the factors that influence our decisions about what to eat, and 
how to make healthy choices using dietary guidelines and MyPlate. Students
investigate the role food plays in families and societies, and they learn how to
plan meals for a variety of people and occasions, including budgeting and
shopping.

Part 2, Kitchen Basics, prepares students for entering the kitchen and learning
how to cook. This section covers all aspects of recipes, including how to meas-
ure, use fractions, and make conversions. Students learn how to identify and
use kitchen equipment, basic cooking methods, and how to present food and
serve meals. In-depth coverage of sanitation and food safety includes informa-
tion about how to recognize and eliminate potential risks and dangers, govern-
ment regulations, and industry standard methods and procedures.

In Part 3, Nutrition and Cooking, students learn about the different types of
foods, including nutritional value, purchasing and storage procedures, and
basic preparation skills. Each chapter includes three or more recipes that high-
light the selected type of food.

Integrated throughout the book are features that provide tips, descriptions,
and discussion points about relevant topics, such as assuring a safe food sup-
ply, the impact of technology on food, sustainable agriculture, food allergies,
organic farming, and international cuisine. These features are visually
designed to stand out from the main text using color and graphics. They
include:

� Hot Topics, which present timely and sometimes controversial trends in
food and nutrition

� Cool Tips, offering suggestions, fun facts, and tips
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� Safe Eats, which provide food safety and sanitation information

� What’s Cooking?, which include information about specific foods, nutrition,
and making healthy food choices

� Basic Culinary Skills provide step-by-step, illustrated instructions for tasks

� Career Close-Up for tips and facts about working in the food service 
industry

� Check the Label, which lists descriptive terms and definitions

� Utility Drawer, containing descriptions of specialized tools and equipment

� Figures, which are photos that include captions and questions to encourage
critical thinking and discussion

Numerous activities in every chapter integrate the core subjects of math, sci-
ence, language arts, and social studies with the food and nutrition content.
These features are designed to teach important skills such as collaboration,
global awareness, critical thinking, and community involvement while rein-
forcing important messages about health, wellness, nutrition, and smart 
choices.

Chapter activities include:

� Why You Need to Know This, a “bellringer” or opening activity designed to
focus the class on the current subject while encouraging discussion and
collaboration

� Science Study activities provide an opportunity for students to use the sci-
entific process to test the food and nutrition concepts presented in the text

� By the Numbers activities integrate basic math skills with food and nutri-
tion concepts by measuring, calculating, and converting

� Case Studies, which present real-life scenarios with questions to prompt
critical thinking and problem solving

� Put It to Use activities that provide students with the opportunity to put the
information they studied in the chapter into context in their own lives

� Write Now activities challenge students to use language arts skills to pro-
duce essays, stories, and other types of written documents relating to the
chapter content

� Tech Connect activities provide the opportunity for students to use technol-
ogy in self-directed exploration of relevant topics, and to communicate the
information to their peers

� Team Players are group activities where students can work collaboratively
on projects ranging from research presentations to cooking competitions

� Put It Together is a matching activity that reinforces vocabulary and 
terminology

� Try It! are recipes in a range of difficulty and complexity that can be 
adapted to any cooking environment. They include nutritional information,
safety guidelines, and chef ’s tips and suggestions.
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Hot Topics

Presents timely and
sometimes controversial
trends in food and
nutrition

Cool Tips

Offers suggestions, 
fun facts, and tips

Utility Drawer

Contains descriptions of
specialized tools and
equipment

Basic Culinary Skills

Provides step-by-step,
illustrated instructions
for tasks

Figures

Photos that include
captions and ques-
tions to encourage
critical thinking and
discussion
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Science Study

Provides an opportunity for students
to use the scientific process to test the
food and nutrition concepts presented
in the text

What’s Cooking?

Includes information about specific
foods, nutrition, and making
healthy food choices

Check the Label

Lists descriptive terms
and definitions

Fiction & Fact

Provides interesting facts
to challenge common
misconceptions
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Career Close-Up

Provide tips and facts
about working in the
food service industry

Safe Eats

Provide food safety and
sanitation information

By the Numbers

Integrate basic math skills
with food and nutrition
concepts by measuring, 
calculating, and converting
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